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Samenvatting:
In the Netherlands, some schools for secondary education (Technasium) provide specialized Research & Design courses. During the R&D course, vwo and havo students work in teams on current science and technology assignments from real firms and clients. An objective of these courses, is that students learn to reflect on Competencies. Research (Görtzen 2019; Maurits, 2013; Middelkamp, 2015) shows that students’ reflection remain at a low level and students are often not motivated to reflect. Besides, R&D teachers experience trouble in coaching their students appropriately. This PhD-research investigates whether coaching in reflecting is improved if R&D teachers better indicate the structure of the reflection process and give process-oriented feedback. A professionalization trajectory for R&D teachers will be developed and evaluated, hereinafter referred to as Collaborative Teacher Reflection (CDR professionalization traject). The aim is to support the coaching skills of R&D teachers, resulting in a measurable improvement in the reflection process of Technasium students. The main research question is: What are the effects of the CDR professionalization trajectory on the reflection process of Technasium students?

The PhD project will consist of three sequential studies. During study 1 the current situation within the Technasia will be mapped and learning goals from teachers will be identified. The research questions of this study are: In what way is reflecting currently shaped within the different Technasium? What learning goals do R&D teachers have with regard to guiding students’ reflection process? During a small-scale workshop, R&D teachers are interviewed. The second study concerns the design, usage and evaluation of the CDR professionalization trajectory for R&D teachers, based upon the results of study 1. The research question is: What are the effects of the CDR professionalization trajectory on the coaching skills of R&D teachers?

During this CDR professionalization trajectory laddering interviews will be used to determine personal learning goals and video fragments of lesson, while coaching, will be used to reflect on the current coaching skills. The teacher receives feedback and feedforward from a small group of teachers and is thus helped to reflect on the personal learning goal. This trajectory will be concluded with an evaluation in which teachers can share their experiences and discuss to what extent the expectations and learning questions have been answered.

In the last study, the CDR professionalization trajectory is further refined by focusing on students learning. Now, an important element of the CDR professionalization trajectory is about how to apply student material (reflection reports and questionnaires about perceived usefulness). By looking at student material, a teacher can investigate what changes are needed in teaching practice. The research question for this study will be: To what extent
does the use of student material influence the guidance skills of an R&D teacher? Once again, lessons are videotaped, and teachers and students are interviewed. The assumption is that improvements in process-oriented feedback and the structure of the reflection process, directly result in improvements in the reflection process of Technasium students.
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